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Abstract

Gender inequality becomes one of the most challenging issues all over the world because it is one of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) targets and Education for All (EFA) goals to reduce gender inequality in society. Education has a pivotal role in reducing and solving social problems because education through the teaching and learning process and the materials available could shape students’ minds and perspectives. Consequently, selecting good values and vibes in the materials are needed. Most textbooks are concerned with skills and cutting-edge technology issues. One of the illustrations is English textbooks for computer science that focus on how to be a good programmer and game developer but the materials neglect the social values, contexts, and function. The aim of this study is to develop English materials gender-based content for Computer science students as well as to promote gender equality to students. The method of this study is Research and Development (R&D) proposed by Gall, Gall, & Borg. The instruments are classified into two aspects namely questionnaire and interview. It is expected that the materials developed could reduce gender inequality in the academic environment because, through textbooks or materials, teachers are able to change the students’ perspectives and behaviors. The research results show that the students believe that the materials based on gender content can encourage them to learn English and they are enthusiastic to learn the subject.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Materials are one of the keys in success to learn English. Plethora textbooks designed for specific jobs (English for Specific Purposes) to learn the materials easier and to be more specific such as English for Computer Science. Numerous English materials for computer science were designed and developed that concern on technology issues, for instance, the texts, symbols, and pictures provided in the textbooks.
are relevant to technology topics, such as how to install laptop for the procedure texts and how to describe a computer for descriptive texts. The textbooks or modules merely discuss on the cutting-edge of technology (technology development, internet, coding, computer and other topics) without engaging social matters in the materials. Consequently, the students focus on learning the using of technology and the tools without involving the critical thinking of how to utilize the technology to reduce social problems.

Based on the observation and interview, most students have a dream to be programmer, hacker, businessman and other jobs that have plethora financial benefits. However, the learners do not aware to utilize the technology to solve social problems including early child marriage, violence, bullying, sexual violence and other relevant issues. Whereas, the province has a high patriarchy so that it has a high rate of social problems. Based on Komnas Perempuan (2020), it is noted that during 2008 to 2019 women violence increase annually in Indonesia. In addition, early child marriage, reproductive health, child abuse and other problems are all matters. Consequently, it is necessary to broaden other issues particularly social problems without neglecting technology issues in the materials. Consequently, students are able to design and develop application to reduce the gender inequality matters.

The current English materials would be developed based on gender contents and contexts to promote one of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) targets and Education for All (EFA) issues in reducing gender equality. Based on MEXT (2006) cited in (J. F. K. Lee, 2014), Japan heightened gender awareness which includes the objectives of the learning is to foster an attitude to value justice, responsibility, humanity, respect, and equality of men and women to encourage the development of the society. This research aims to develop English learning materials gender-based contents for computer science students at Universitas Bumigora. This study addresses the substantive gaps of contents in English materials and gender awareness of the students. This paper has a new contribution related to develop English materials that have gender values. By incorporating gender topics in the materials, it could encourage the students’ awareness of social matters such as early child marriage, sexual abuse, violence and other issues and the pupils have ideas to identify in solving the problems. It is expected that the materials are able to foster the students’ awareness of gender equality, as well as to promote gender equality in the materials.

Needs analysis is conducted to identify the students’ preferences or to gain information of the pupils’ needs. Hutchinson and Waters (1987) divided into two categories namely target needs and learning needs (Burns, 1998). They note that target needs consist of necessities, lacks, and wants in which
necessities relate to required knowledge, lacks fit into present knowledge and wants correlate to subjective needs. The needs analysis is conducted to identify the needs, lacks and wants of the learners and to build the prototype of the materials developed (Andi & Arafah, 2017).

Kerkhoven et al. (2016) state that gender bias or stereotype can be provided in materials through diction chosen and visual contents and it foster gender equality in their teaching and learning process such as Hickerson et al. (2018) promote gender equality to prevent nurse from providing stereotype to the patients. In addition, Hosseini & Tamimiy (2016) seek gender as a demographic feature if its social media. Huang (2018) also discusses how fairy tales have close relationship to the students’ critical exploration of ideologies such as race, gender, sexuality, and other issues. This research fills the gap in developing English materials for computer science students based on gender-based contents to evoke the students learning English, computers, and gender issues.

The symbols, pictures, dictions, and narratives used could be developed, adopted or adapted based on the needs, necessities, and wants. Araujo (2018) and Botelho & Marion (2020) state that discourse shape social relationship and identities among society and has close relationship with real world. Brown (1995) mentions that materials developed can be adapted and adopted from some resources (Mubar, 2015). Linguistic and cultural diversity are incorporated equally in learning materials (Si, 2019). The materials need to be modified by adapting or adopting from other stories or local values because the contents and activities in a textbook, module, or material communicate not only the knowledge and skill but also the contexts, perspectives and values that would be promoted (Wells & Moon, 2021).

The preferences are influenced by gender and age group (C. Lee et al., 2016) so that the materials could be modified based on pupils’ needs and wants by adapting from other resources. It is necessary to provide materials to the students with current issues, teaching relevant issues, embedding the critical language awareness and events to their day-to-day experiences because this discourse will assist the pupils to be more responsive and aware to the societies’ matters (Alcoberes, 2016; Gallagher & Sahni, 2019 & (Koller, 2018). As Foucault (1969) mentions that discourse it is not merely discussing of signs and language but systematic practices and Butler (1990) notes that discourse shape how people view the world (Callahan & Nicholas, 2018).

English is as a lingua franca; as an international language, it is needed by all different profession (Moradimokhles & Hwang, 2020) including as a technician or programmer. Technology and science have a label of men and it not for women, such as technician is close to men, engineer connects to men.
Namatende-Sakwa (2019) state the former scientist generally correlated to masculinity and maleness while femininity and femaleness pervasively connect to non-scientific persons.

In patriarchy society, culturally, men have powerful position in society; therefore the culture shaped and the rules created are interfered more dominantly by men than women (Mat et al., 2018). Adriany (2019) argues that women are expected to perform that emphasized on femininity as a wife and men fit into hegemonic masculinity that has a strong role in family as a husband. Education contexts involving textbooks has powerful ideological institutions that could transfer values and function to society as social control including to supervise gender inequality (Mustapha, 2013). Based on Rashida and Noreen’s experiences (Shah & Khurshid, 2019) reveal that education and empowerment have essential relationship in shaping the society and empower women and communities (Marin-velasquez & Closson-pitts, 2019).

2. RESEARCH METHOD

This research is the Research and Development (R & D) study modified from Borg and Gall (2003). The research developed is to develop English Learning Materials for computer science students at Universitas Bumigora.

Respondents

This research will be conducted at Universitas Bumigora particularly for computer science department. The respondents of this study is computer science students in the first semester. There are 108 of the respondents from 4 classes in the Computer Science department.

Procedures

Some steps will be required in developing the English materials namely conducting need analysis, designing the lesson plan, writing the first draft of the materials, evaluating the draft, revising the materials, and writing the final draft of the materials. This study consists of three types of instruments namely a questionnaire, an observation sheet, and the interview guide. The questionnaire will be used to gain information about the students’ needs, necessities and wants.

Data analysis

The data gained will be analysed quantitatively and qualitatively. The quantitative data will be gained from the questionnaire and will be analysed with descriptive statistics; while, the qualitative data will be
gained from the interview. The data analysis is a process of organizing, sifting, summarizing, and synthesizing of the data obtained and driving conclusions.

Based on the calculation, the class interval adapted from Suharto (2006) cited in (Pradana & Ashadi, 2019) are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Quantitative Data Conversion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Interval of the mean values</th>
<th>The other form of the interval</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.00 – 1.75</td>
<td>1.00 ≤ ( \bar{x} ) ≤ 1.75</td>
<td>Very Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.76 – 2.51</td>
<td>1.76 ≤ ( \bar{x} ) ≤ 2.51</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.52 – 3.27</td>
<td>2.52 ≤ ( \bar{x} ) ≤ 3.27</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>≥ 3.28</td>
<td>( \bar{x} ) ≥ 3.28</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 The Results of the Needs Analysis

There are fifteen questions in the questionnaire to identify the necessities, lacks, and wants of the learners. There are 139 students with 101 males and 38 females. Based on the results of needs analysis, the students’ note that most of them are in beginner level with 66% and 28% of the pupils are in intermediate level. In terms of input for speaking, it is about 76% of learners choose simple monologue and followed by learning idioms by 14%. Plenty of students also state that they have difficulties in grammar (37%), vocabularies (31%), and pronunciation (27%). The students also note that making dialog with their friends is one of the most effective methods in learning speaking and followed by practice based on the pictures and texts in the textbooks, 60% and 17% respectively.

Related to reading, the pupils want to learn simple reading texts (37%) and authentic materials based on the daily activity taken from magazines, brochures, newspaper, and the others (32%) consisting approximately 100-200 words and over than 100 words. Match terms or expressions with definitions provided by 39% and identify the meaning of sentences or texts based on their own sentences with 25% are two of the strategies that can support them in understanding the materials. The pupils like match words or expression based on the definition available 27%. Afterwards, identify the meaning of the words using the vocabularies available and discover the meaning of the sentences using own sentences with the
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same proportion 18% with providing around 5-10 new words and more than 10 new vocabularies each texts, 50% and 28% respectively. Related to the pictures, the students agree that providing pictures can be easier for them to understand the materials with 55% agree and 42% strongly agree. They also agree (61%) that the materials provide pictures relating to gender equality such as role of women and men and the equal right of men and women. More than half of the learners agree to put motivation corner and 34% strongly agree.

In terms of gender equality issues, almost half of respondents agree to imbedded gender equality values such sexual violence, equal access of education and other women problems in the materials and more than 50% agree to create gender equality corner in the materials to broaden their understanding of social and gender issues. Afterwards, more than half of learners agree to be provided texts that related to social problems correlated with technology.

3.2 The Try-Out Results

The try-out data show that the students’ response of the materials developed. Overall, most of students (70%) mention that the materials based on their needs. It has the same percentage as that the materials can encourage their skills. They believe that the materials are based on their level of knowledge and the activities are arranged from the easier to the more difficult by 77%, respectively. The learners also agree (74%) that they can learn new vocabularies from the materials.

Table 2. Students’ Needs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO</th>
<th>STATEMENTS</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>The material developed based on your needs.</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td>70.7</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>The materials developed can help you to support your English skill.</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>69.8</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>The difficulty level of the materials based on your level of knowledge.</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>76.7</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>The activities in the materials are arranged from the easier level to the more difficult level,</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>76.7</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>New vocabularies gained when learning the materials.</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>74.1</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The gender equality values were embedded in the materials can be seen in Table 3.

Table 3. Gender Equality Values in the Materials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>STATEMENTS</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>The pictures provided show gender equality issues.</td>
<td>14.7%</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>The materials have gender equality values.</td>
<td>12.1%</td>
<td>81.9%</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>By learning the materials, you can understand about the role of men and women or understand the verbal and non-verbal violence.</td>
<td>12.9%</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>The explanation in the materials provides description of gender equality.</td>
<td>14.7%</td>
<td>76.7%</td>
<td>7.8%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>The texts in the materials are relevant to the gender equality values.</td>
<td>12.9%</td>
<td>78.4%</td>
<td>7.8%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>The examples in the sentences in the materials are relevant to the gender equality values.</td>
<td>10.3%</td>
<td>85.3%</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Related to gender equality values in the materials, more than 80 per cent of the students state that the pictures and the materials have gender equality values, respectively. By learning the materials, the students can understand about the role of men and women or understand the verbal and non-verbal violence by the same percentage with the pictures and the materials. The students agree that explanation of gender equality are available in the materials (77%) and more 1% of the percentage the students mention that materials are relevant to the gender equality issues. The examples provided are based on gender equality values (85%).

In terms of the layout, more than half of learners agree that they gain new vocabularies learning the materials. Then, the explanation and the instruction are quite clear. Sixty nine per cent of the students agree that the font size is quite clear and readable. Most of the respondents agree that the colours in the materials are comfortable to be read. Almost 80% of the learners agree the space used in the materials is relevant and readable. Afterwards, almost 70% of the students agree that the pictures in the materials are interesting.
Table 4. The Layout of the Materials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>STATEMENTS</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>The explanation in the materials is quite clear/easy to be understood.</td>
<td>15.5%</td>
<td>75.9%</td>
<td>8.6%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>The instruction in the materials is quite clear/easy to be understood.</td>
<td>15.5%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>8.6%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>The font size in the materials is quite clear/easy and readable.</td>
<td>26.7%</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>The colours in the materials are comfortable to be read.</td>
<td>20.7%</td>
<td>76.7%</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>The space used in the materials is relevant and readable.</td>
<td>18.1%</td>
<td>79.3%</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>The pictures in the materials are interesting.</td>
<td>24.1%</td>
<td>69.8%</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussion**

The materials consist of objectives, warm up, main activities, summary, evaluation, and motivation corner. The materials developed based on the needs analysis results gained from the students of computer science department. In the warm up, some pictures are provided related to various pictures related to bullying from the cyber-crimes, the effect of the bullying and the strategies to cope the problems. Therefore, in the developed materials, it was designed materials that deconstruct the general common to promote gender equality issues and encourage the students’ awareness related to gender equality because the contents in textbooks are dominated by males (Ahmad & Shah, 2019). The pictures and word choices used in the materials are correlated to the gender issues such as when women were bullied by men.

Materials have a pivotal role in teaching and learning process and in shaping students’ attitude and beliefs. Teaching materials are essential sectors for meaningful-learning experience and has significance factors in teaching and learning process (Tarrayo & Anudin, 2021; Orfan, 2021). The materials developers or designers have a big role to select the best materials that could be adapted, adopted, and supplemented. Most students note that the materials are based on their needs, level of knowledge and it is arranged from the easier one to the most difficult so that it is believed could be support their skills. These indicators are crucial to be considered in developing materials to create good materials.
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Related to the gender equality issue, the students state that the materials developed are relevant to the gender values in terms of the texts, the instructions, the examples and other elements. Gender equality is not only discussed of women empowerment but also men empowerment. The materials’ illustrations can be seen in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows that the materials provided to encourage and elicit the students’ critical thinking to solve the social problems including bullying. Social media is a tool to share people ideas without filtering the impact of what they write and say. Most women got bullied from their friends either in the house or in the workplaces. As a result, the materials developed provided bullying topics. The corner of “Problem Solver” is a case-based learning that asked the students to solve a problem based on their experiences or their knowledge. This part aims to provoke the students to learn more critically through various linguistics forms, meanings and functions to ‘notice’ how language is generally used in wider domain (situations and contexts) (Afitska, 2016).

Motivation corner is also created in the materials to enhance students’ motivation and knowledge related to the gender issues. It can be shown in Figure 3. The motivation corner is available at the end of the materials. It aims refreshing the students’ mind. This corner probably can refresh the learners mind to reflect of gender equality and to encourage them to support the issue.

![Figure 1. Word Power](https://journal.universitasbumigora.ac.id/index.php/humanitatis/)

![Figure 2. Problem Solver](https://journal.universitasbumigora.ac.id/index.php/humanitatis/)
It is expected that materials use in teaching and learning process could change learners’ perspectives or behaviours that is one of the steps in transformative learning. Chamberlin-Quinlisk (2009) note of five stages of transformative learning namely disorienting dilemma, reflection and exploration of assumptions, gaining confidence in a new role, behaviour changes, and integration of new perspectives (Zhu et al., 2020). In education, materials or textbooks aim to provide new sight and information to the learners so that they can their perspectives and behaviours to be better in the future. Majid & Fateme (2015) state that textbooks or materials not only provide some information or explain new insight for the students but also textbooks have a pivotal role in transmitting gender roles and social values to the learners.

Based on the interview, the students state that they enjoy learning the materials because the materials start from the easier to the more difficult and there are various activities on it. They also mention that they obtain not only English knowledge but also social issue information. The materials can encourage them to be more aware on social issue or gender equality. Texts have power to change people’s perspectives and attitude. Botelho & Marion (2020b) language and ideology cannot be separated each other from discourse; discourse is constituted from how language is used to establish social relationship and identities.

The learners also state that while learning English, they can learn of social issues so that social matters can be understood by the pupils that it is expected to raise their awareness to make an application
that can solve social problems. Culture classes have a humanizing issues and motivating effect on the learners’ process in learning language (Brown & Park, 2020). Introducing social problems to the pupils, it might encourage them to be more aware in social issues.

“…while we learn English, we also aware on social relevant issue and there are many benefit when we read the texts” (Icha, 6.04..;)

Learning of social issue is learning of culture because culture not only discuss of song, dance, music, and others. Culture learns of human behaviour patterns that are relevant to Edward B. Tylor in his book “Primitive Culture” (1871) note that culture is more complex that discuss of art, belief, law, moral, custom, and others which learn of people’s habit and attitudes (Choudhury, 2014).

CONCLUSION

Textbooks or materials become one of the crucial aspects in education including in shaping students’ behaviour and attitudes. It is because texts, pictures, and other items in the materials have values to be learnt and imitated by the pupils. Consequently, this research was designed to develop materials in learning English based on gender contexts. The materials developed based on the needs analysis results and distributed to the learners to gain their responses. Based on the feedback from the students stated that the students agree and enjoy to learn the materials including the instructions, examples, texts, pictures, and other components. The students also agree that the materials designed based on gender issues because they can learn not only English but also the social issues. The students can gain social relevant issues from the materials. The other stakeholders such as book developers, teachers, educational experts to develop or design books related to gender based-contents because these issues are crucial to be discussed.
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